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Abstract

Let Xl' X
2

, . .. be a sequence of independent and identically distributed

random variables with distribution function F, and suppose that F belongs

to the domain of attraction of an extreme value distribution. We give

(additional) sufficient conditions on F for the fractional part of

max (X , ... , X ) to converge in distribution to a random variable with a
1 n

uniform distribution on [0,1), or to diverge in distribution as n~.
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1. Introduction.

Let {X} denote the fractional part of a random variable (rv) X, defined by

{X} :=X- [X], where [X] denotes the integer part of X. Throughout this

paper, X
1

,X
2

' ... will be a sequence of independent and identically

distributed (iid) rv's distributed as X with right-continuous distribution

function (df) F=F on R having an infinite right endpoint, i.e.
x

W(F) :=sup{x: F(x)<l}=oo. We further use the following notation:

Z =max(X , ... ,X) (nelN); U is uniformly distributed on [0,1).
n 1 n

Next, we denote by V(G) the domain of attraction of the df G, where G is

-0:
distributions: iP (x) =exp (-x ) 1 (x),

0: [0,00)

-x
and A (x) =exp (-e ) (xeR). In addition,

valueextremetheofone

0:
1V (x)=exp(-(-x))l (x), 0:>0,

0: (-00,0]

FeV(G) means that there exist normalizing sequences of real numbers

00
denoted by (a )

n n=l
(a >0) and (b)oo such that lim Fn(a x+b )=G(x)

n n n = 1 n~ n n
(xeR) ;

LeRV
p

means that a funct ion L: R~
+

is regularly p-varying at infinity,

i. e., peR exists such that lim L (tx)
t~ L(t)

x
p

(x>O).

Several papers have been devoted to the concept of asymptotically uniform

distribution modulo 1 (mod 1) of a sequence of real numbers or rv's (see

e.g. Weyl (1916), and Holewijn (1969)). A sequence ({T
n

}):=l of rv's is

said to be asymptotically uniform (mod 1) in distribution if

{T }~U
n

(n~) ,

d d
where ~ denotes convergence in distribution. As is well known, {S }~U,

n

where S =X + ... +X with non-lattice X
n 1 n m

(see e.g. Schatte· (1983)).

Asymptotic uniformity (mod 1) of ({Z }) is considered by Wilms and Brands
n

(1991); their results will be reviewed in Section 2. Jagers and Steutel

(1990) showed that {Z } diverges in distribution if X is exponentially
n
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distributed. Furthermore, Brands et al. (1992) proved that for any rv

d . 0W ::t U w~th P ( ~W<l) =1 there is a sequence (X )
m

of iid rv's such that

d
{Z }~W (n~); for the proof they use results on the number of maxima in

n

a discrete sample.

In this paper we consider the relation between extreme value theory and

the limiting distribution of {Z } as n~. Clearly, if w(F) is finite, then
n

{Z } converges almost surely to {w(F)}. Therefore, since FeV(~ ) is only
n a

possible if w (F) <00, we suppose that FeV (~ )
a

or FeV (I\) with normalizing

sequences (a ) and (b )
n n

In Section 3 we assume that a ~, and then give
n

(additional) sufficient conditions on F for
d

(Z I~U. Furthermore,
n

in

Section 4, we assume that (a) is bounded, i.e. FeV(A), and give
n

sufficient conditions for {Z} to diverge in distribution (notation:
n

(Z }-1~ ). Finally, in Section 5 we give some examples and complementary
n

remarks.

2. Asymptotic uniformity (mod 1) of ({Z }).
n

From de Haan (1970) we take necessary and sufficient conditions for

FeV(~) or FeV(A), and a choice for the corresponding normalizing
a

sequences.

Proposition 1. (i) FeV (~ )
a

iff 1-FeRV
-a

(ii) If FeV(~ ), then we may take
a

1
a =inf{x: I-F(x)~-}, and b =0

n n n

3

(nelN) .



Proposition 2. (i) FeV(A)

where

iff
lim 1-F(t+xR(t))

t~ 1-F (t)
e -x (xelR),

00

-1 JR(t)=(l-F(t)) (l-F(y))dy
t

(ii) If FeV(A), then we may take

(telR ).
T

a =R(b ), and b =inf{x: 1-F(X)~~}
n n n n

(nelN) .

Next, we review asymptotic uniformity (mod 1) of the fractional part of Z
n

as considered by Wilms and Brands (1991), who give necessary and

d
sufficient conditions on F for {Z }~U. For the proofs the uniqueness and

n

continuity theorems for Fourier-Stieltjes Sequences (FSS's) are used (see

00
e.g. Grenander (1963)); the FSS c :=(c (k)) of a rv Y is defined by

Y Y k=-oo

00

C (k) =Ee27tik Y J 27tiky
y = e dF y (y)

-00

(kel) .

Proposition 3. (i) Let Y,Z be rv's. Then c =c
y z

iff
d

{Y} = {Z I.

(ii) Let (Y) be a sequence of rv's and (c ) its corresponding sequence of
n n

FSS's. The sequence (Y) converges in distribution to a rv Y iff
n

c (k)~c(k) for kel (n~). The sequence c is then the FSS of Y.
n

We state the main results on asymptotic uniformity (mod 1) of ( {Z })
n

in

Propositions 4 and 5. In order to do this we represent F in terms of

hazard functions: For any rv X we can write

(1 )
d

X h (V) ,

where V is exponentially distributed with [V=l, and h:1R ~ is a
+

non-decreasing function. If F is continuous, then for h we take the

4



right-continuous (generalized) inverse function of h, defined by

h (x) =-log (l-F (x) ), the cumulative hazard function of F; when F has a

derivative F', then h' (x)=F' (x)!(l-F(x)) is called the hazard rate of F.

Proposition 4. Let X d h(V) as in (1). Then (Z }~U iff
n

00Jexp(2nik(h(s+logn)))dA(s) ~ °
-logn

(n-700, k:;tO).

The following proposition says that {Z }~U holds for distributions with
n

hazard rates that tend monotonically to zero (i.e. h' (x)lO (X-700)).

Proposition 5.
d

Let X = h (V) as in (1) , and with positive derivative F'.

Suppose that h"(x) exists for x~A and some AE~. If lim h' (x)=O, and
x-700

00J Ih" (x) Idx < 00,

A

then {Z }~U (n-700).
n

3. THE SEQUENCE (a ) TENDS TO INFINITY.
n

In this section we consider FE'D (G) , where G=q>
a

or G=A, i.e.

Fn(a x+b )~(x), with normalizing sequence (a ) such that a ~ (n-700). We
n n n n

give sufficient conditions for {Z }~U (n-700). To this end we suppose that
n

F has a density f, and we need local uniform convergence in

(2 )
n-l

g (x) :=na f(a x+b)F (a x+b )~(x)
n n n n n n

(n-700, XE~),

where g is the density of df G. We note that the assumption a -700 holds for
n

all distributions attracted to q> •
a

5



Theorem 1. Let F be absolutely continuous with density f. Suppose FeV(G),

where G=~ or G=A, with (a) and (b) such that a ~ (n~). If (2) holds
ann n

locally uniformly on (0,00) and (-00,00), respectively, then {Z }~U (n~).
n

Proof: Let Y =(Z -b )/a .
n n n n

Then we have {Z } ~ {a Y +b }.
n n n n

Clearly
d

Y ~Y,
n

where Y has df G. On account of Proposition 3 (ii) it suffices to prove

that c (k)-40, or equivalently,z
n

c (k) -40 for all k¢O (n~oo).
a Y

n n

Let Ae~, and ~ (x)=exp(2rrika x). Then
n n

00
c

a
y (k) = J (3n (x)dF

y
(x)

n n -co r;

J (3 n (x) dF y ( x) + J (3 n (x) dF y ( x )

Ix I~A " Ix I< A

.= 1 + 1 .
2

Let c>O. We take continuity points A and -A of G such that I-G(A)<£ and

G(-A)<£. Then for sufficiently large n we find

1 :s I-F (A)
1 y

n

+ F (-A)
y

n

:s I-G(A) + IG(A)-F
y

(A) I + IF
y

(-A)-G(-A) I + G(-A) < 4£.
n

Further we have

n

(3 )

A

1 2 :S I J (3n(y) (gn(y)-g(y))dyl +

-A

A

I J (3n(y)g(y)dy \.

-A

Since (2) holds locally uniformly, there exists a N e~ such that
1

I9 (y) - 9 (y) I < £/2A for y:SA, n~N,. Hence for the first term of (3) we
n

obtain for n~N
1

A

I J (3n (y) (gn (y)-g(y) )dyl :s

-A

AJ Ign(y)-g(y) Idy < £.

-A

Applying the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma to the second term of (3), we find for

6



n~N, for some N eN
2 2

A

I I ~n(y)g(Y))dYI < c.

-A

Consequently, for n~ax(N ,N ) we have I < 2c, which completes the proof.
1 2 2

[J

Resnick (1987, proposition 2.5 p.86) says that local uniform convergence

of g to g is equivalent to the Von Mises condition; he also gives a
n

sufficient condition for the Von Mises condition to hold (cf. Resnick

(1987, proposition 1.15(b) and 1.17(b) p.63-64))

following theorem.

This leads to the

Theorem 2. Let F be an absolutely continuous df with non-increasing

density f. If FeV(G), where G=~ or G=A, with a ~, then {Z )~U (n~).
ann

[J

In the foregoing theorem we assumed that F has a non-increasing density

over the whole real line. However, assuming only that f is ultimately

non-increasing, and representing F in terms of hazard functions we arrive

at the following theorem. We remark that in the proof of part (i) and

(iii) we use the Von Mises condition.

d
Theorem 3. Let X h(V) as in (1), and with an absolutely continuous df F

having a density f that is non-increasing for x~x and some x e~. Suppose
o 0

that h"(x) exists, and that hi (x) is monotone for x~A and some Ae~. Then

(i) If 1-FeRV , pe~, then {Z )~U (n~).
p n

(ii) If FeV(~ ), then {Z )~U (n~).
a n

(iii) If FeV(A) with a ~, then {Z )~U (n~).
n n

7



Proof: (i) From Resnick (1987, proposition 0.7 p.21) we have

lim xf(x)/(l-F(x)) -p,
x~

or equivalently, xh' (x)-7-p. So, the conditions of Proposition 5 hold,

d
and hence (Z }--7U (n~).

n

(ii) This is a consequence of Proposition 1 (i) and part (i) of this

theorem.

(iii) From Resnick (1987, proposition 1.17(b) p.64) we obtain

00

lim hi (x)exp(h(x)) J exp(-h(t))dt 1,
x~

x

or equivalently, lim hi (x)R(x)=l, where R is defined as in Proposition
x~

2 (i). By Galambos (1987, lemma 2.2.2 p.61) we may choose a =l/h' (b )
n n

Since hi is monotone, and a ~, we find hi (t) 10 (t~). Now Proposition 5

yields the assertion.
[J

4. THE SEQUENCE (a ) IS BOUNDED.
n

Here we consider FE'D (A), i. e. F" (a x+b ) -7/\ (x) (n~), with normalizing
., i)

sequence (a ) bounded. We give sufficient conditions for (Z } to diverge
n n

in distribution. We therefore consider the existence of limiting points of

the pair (a ,(b }). We first give some auxiliary results.
n n

Lemma 1. Let (b ) be a sequence of real numbers such that b ~ (n~). If
n n

lim (b -b )=0, then the sequence (Ib )) is dense in [0,1).
n~ n+l n n

Proof: We have to show that for sE[O,l) there exists a subsequence (b
n

k

of (b) such that (b }-7S (k~). Let sE[O,l), and let £>0 such that
n n

k

8



s+e<l. Since (b -b )~O,
n+l n

there is a real number n such thato

o < b -b < e
n+l n

for n~n. Now let n~n, put [b) =N, and suppose that
o 0 n

{b } < s. Then there is an integer ke~ such that N+s ~ b < N+s+e. Hence
n n+k

(4) I{b }-sl~c.
n+k

If {b } ~ s we take k such that N+1+s ~ b < N+1+s+c, and once again (4)
n n +k

holds. Thus for any n~n we can find kE~ such that expression (4) holds.o
IJ

Lemma 2. Let (a ) and (b ) be sequences of real numbers, and let (X ) be a
n n n

d
sequence of rv's. Suppose that X --7 X, and that

n

(5 ) (a , {b })~(a,b)
n n

d
for some (a,b)e[O,oo)x[O,l), then {a X +b }--7{aX+b} (n~).

n n n

Proof: Let Y ={a X +b }, Y={aX+bl, and c (x)=exp(2rrikx) (kel, ne~).
n n n n k

Then we have for kel

(6 ) Ic (k) c (b ) - c (k) c (b) I
a X k n aX k

n n

I (c (k) - c (k)) c (b ) I.
a X aX k n

n n

d
Since {b }~b and a X --7 aX, expression (6) tends to zero as n~, which

n n n

completes the proof (cf. Proposition 3(ii)).
IJ

We remark that if FeV(A), and (5) holds, then {Z } = {a Y +{b }}~{aY+b},
n n n n

where Y :=(Z -b ) fa ,
n n n n

d
Y --7Y,

n
and Y has df A. We suspect however that

there are no distributions in V (A) that satisfy this condition. This

suspicion is strengthened by the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Let FeV (A) be continuous with (a) and (b). Then the pair
n n

9



(a , {b }) diverges as n~.
n n

Proof: Let L(x)=inf{y: 1-F(y)~x} (xE[O,l]). From de Haan (1970, theorem

2.4.1 p.76) we have

(7) lim L (tx) -L (t)

t,J,o L(ty)-L(t)

logx

logy'
(x,y>O,y~l) .

lis

Then we find the continuous normalizing 'sequences' a(s)=sJ L(t)dt,
o

b(s)=L(l/s) for s>O (see de Haan (1970, p.89)). Clearly, (a ) and (b ) are
n n

defined by a(n) and b(n), respectively. De Haan (1970, theorem 1.4.3 p.41)

and (7) imply: There exist a function g:~ ~ , which is slowly varying at
+ +

zero (i.e. lim g(tx) = 1 for x>O), and a real constant c such that
t,J,o 9 (c)

L(x)

,

J
~ gt(t) dt,c - g(x) +
x

g(x)
x

: J L(p)dp - L(x) .
o

Since g(x)=a(l/x) we find

llx

J. a (v) '"'v.b(l/x)=L(x)= c - a(l/x) + ---u
v

Consequently, we have the following relation between a(s) and b(s)

( 8 ) b(s)
5

C - a(s) + J, a~v)dV

"

(s>O) .

Now we assume that a ~a>O, and we show that (b I has infinitely many
n n

limiting points in [0,1) by proving that (b -b )~O
n+ l n

(n~) (c f. Lemma 1).

Since g is slowly varying at 0, the function a is slowly varying at <Xl.

Hence, for £>0,
1

uE [1,1+-]
n

we have
1

1 a(nu) I 1- -- < +£
u a (n)

for sufficiently large

n. Then from (8) we obtain

and

b -b
n+1 n

n+1

a -a + J av(v) dv,
n n+1

n

10



1
n+1 1 +-

(9 ) I~v a(n) r 1 a (nu) a (n) (1+£)
---"7 0 (n~) .~u S

v u a (n) n

n 1

As a result, from ( 9) we find (b -b) ---"70.
n+1 n

[J

In the following theorem we consider the limiting points of (a , {b }).
n n

Theorem 4. Let FeV(A) with (a ) and (b ). Suppose a SM for some M>O (neN),
n n n

and assume further that (a , {b }) diverges as n~. Then (Z }-1~ (n~).
~ n n

Proof: Let Y =(Z -b )/a .
n n n n

Then we have {Z } = {a Y +{b }}
n n n n

and
d

Y ~Y,
n

where Y has df A. Since the pair (a , {b }) doesn't have a unique limiting
n n

point, it suffices to distinguish two cases.

1) Suppose there are two limiting points (a,(3), (a,(3 )e[O,oo)x[O,l) with
1 2

(3 (3 00 • 2* . Then from Lemma 2 we have for subsequences (n ) , l=l,
1 2 i, j j =1

{Z
n
i, j

Y
n

i , j

+{b
n

i , j

d
}} ~ (aY+(3,1

1
(j~) ,

and since (3 *(3 we find for k*O c (3 (k) * c (3 (k). Then Proposition 3
1 2 aY+ aY+

1 2

yields that {Z
n

1, j

and {Z
n

2, j

have two different limiting distributions.

So (Z } does not converge.
n

2) Suppose there are two limiting points (ex,(3 ), (ex,(3 )e[O,oo)x[O,l) with
1 1 2 2

0: *0: . Then from Lemma 2 we find for subsequences (n, ,) 00 , i=1,2
1 2 1, J J =1

{Z
n
i, j

d
~ {o:, Y+(3,}

1 1
(j~) .

Using FSS's it is easy to verify that {o: Y+(3 } ~ (0: Y+(3 } if 0: *0: . Hence
1 1 2 2 1 2

{Z } does not converge.
n

o

11



We now formulate the main result of this subsection, which is an immediate

consequence of Lemma 1 and Theorem 4.

Theorem 5. Let FE'D (I\) with (a )
n

and (b ). Suppose that lim (b -b) =0,
n n~ n+l n

and a ~M for some M>O (nE~). Then {Z )-~~ (n~).
n n

The following corollary is attained by representing F in terms of

hazard functions.

d
Corollary. Let X h(V) as in (1), and with an absolutely continuous df F

having a density f that is non-increasing for x~x and some x E~. Supposeo 0

that hi (x) exists, and is monotone for x~x . Suppose further that FE'D(A)
o

with (a ) and (b ) defined as in Proposition 2(ii). Then
n n

(i) If a ~M for some M>O (nE~), then {Z )-7~ (n~).
n n

(ii) If h/(t)~ or hi (t)---7C>O as t~, then {Z )-7~ (n~).
n

Proof: (i) The normalizing sequence (a ) can be chosen as a =l/h ' (b) (see
n n n

proof of Theorem 3(iii». By the mean value theorem we then find for nE~

- -h(b )-h(b)
n+l n

(b -b) h' (E; ),
n+:' n n

E; E (b ,b ").
n n n+ i

Hence, using h(b )=logn and the monotonicity of hi we have
n

b -b
n+l n

log (1+:') /h' (E; ) ~ Mlog(l+':),
n n n

which tends to zero as n~, and thus Theorem 5 applies.

(ii) Since b~, and using that a =l/h ' (b ), we have that a is bounded
n n n n

for all nE~. So part (i) applies.
o

12



5. EXAMPLES AND REMARKS.

-a
1. For the Pareto df F(x)=l-x , a>O, x>l, we have Fe1) (41 )

a
l/a

with a =n
n

d
Clearly, f is non-increasing, and thus Theorem 2 yields {Z }~U.

n

2. For the standard-normal df F we have Fe1)(A), with a =l/b, b =~I09~.
n n n

The assumptions of Theorem 5 hold, and therefore {Z }-1~
n

V -1 (I-V) /V
3. For F(x)=l-exp(-x ), v>O, x>O, we have Fe1)(A) with a =V (logn) ,

n

I/V ,. } d fb =(logn) . If v<l, then a ~, and hence Theorem 2 lmplles {Z ~U. I
n n n

v~l, then a :51 (nelN) and (b -b) -----70 (n-700)
n n+ 1 n

Therefore it would seem for df's in 1) (G)

So Theorem 5 yields {Z }-1~ .
n

(G=¢l or G=A) with normalizing
a

sequence (a ) that it is reasonable to distinguish two important special
n

cases for deciding whether {Z }
n

converges to U, or diverges in

distribution: a ~, and (a ) is bounded.
n n

This conclusion follows also from Theorem 3 and the Corollary to Theorem 5

- V - V-Iby using h (x) =x : we have h' (x) =vx , which for v<l converges to zero,

and for v~l does not converge to zero as X-700; in the latter case the

assumptions of Proposition 5 are not satisfied. So it would seem that

these assumptions are not too far away from being necessary for

be asymptotically uniform (mod 1) in distribution.

( {Z })
n

to

d
4. For any rv W * U with P(O:5W<l)=l, we now construct a df in 1)(41 ), and a

1 .

df in 1)(A) both satisfying {Z I~W. Let N be a rv, independent of W, with
n

(1992) ) .

1
P =P (N=n) =--- (nelN), and

n n(n+l)

{Z }~W (see Brands et al.
n

let X
d

N+W. Since lim (p /p ) =1, we have
n-700 n n-l

Furthermore, it is easy to verify

13



Similarly, if

lim (q I q ) = 1,
n~ n n-1

Fe'D (f,) .

we take q =P (N=n) =exp (-~) - exp (-£') (nelN),
n

1-F (t + xR (t) ) - x r
and lim = e for xe[R (take R (t) =2v't ),

t~ 1-F(t)

then

i.e.
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